
Visioning the Way Forward 

 

What are we up to in the conversations we’ve been having?   

How are we acting on the information we heard at the congregational meeting regarding our vitality, 

sustainability and the ways in which our financial planning may need to shift? 

We are applying the organizing model to identify the pressures our congregation is facing and discern how God 

is calling us to act.  This is the model we use: 

 

Completing the vitality survey and participating in inter-congregational visitation, as well as surfacing our 

membership and giving data, was all a form of listening.  What did we hear? We heard that we are centered in 

God, connected to each other, and focused on giving ourselves away for the sake of the world. We also heard 

that we are well diversified in the age of our membership and somewhat diversified in age of those who give 

through the general offering.  However, we identified a pressure in that 37% of our giving comes from people 

aged 70-80 and the financial resources of coming generations will not be the same.   

In response to hearing this pressure, we moved to discernment.  This discernment took place at the Council 

Level through discussion of what was heard and options for action.  The action chosen was to have the 

information shared at the congregational level through a congregational meeting.      

Our next step was holding house meetings, both as a means of evaluating and an entry into the next round of 

listening. We evaluated how people received the information – were people interested?  Did this register as a 

pressure that people are concerned about?  Is this where people believe the congregational energy should be 

invested?  This is what would evaluate if sharing the information at the congregational level had been the 

appropriate action.  If no one showed up or if people indicated they were neither interested nor concerned with 

this information, we would know that there would not be capacity to act on this pressure.     

In the house meetings, we listened broadly, across as many people as possible.  We surfaced responses to 

hearing our congregational information and people’s wonderings about next steps.  Those wonderings are part 

of the discernment.  It is discernment that will lead us to action.  Part of discernment is continually asking, 

“what don’t we know that we need to know?”  It is this question that leads us to even more listening but 

listening not as a retreat back to the beginning of the cycle but as an action itself.  We listen to different people 

with new questions in order to surface even more information.   

The organizing cycle is often described as an organizing spiral, tunneling down in a process of identifying 

pressures, discerning actions, and evaluating so that we can act together.  It is not a linear process with an end 
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outcome determined ahead of time.  This is one reason this model is so particularly helpful for churches – it 

prevents us from being the authors (in our own minds) of our own destiny and allows time and room for the 

work of the Holy Spirit.   

So, where are we now?  We are acting, even if we aren’t all experiencing it.  We are not yet at a place of a large 

corporate decision that calls for bringing everyone together for large scale conversation.  More listening and 

discernment are needed to arrive at action and, in our congregation, action comes from communal decision.  So, 

new programs, changes in structure, large financial decisions, undertaking a capital campaign…we do not know 

enough of what we need to know to be at that level of decision.  That is precisely why we have begun this 

conversation now, not waited until a time of crisis and panic.  We have time to do the work with care and 

integrity.  And, I know we have the capacity to do it with patience and faith.  Endurance matters here, as well as 

the ability to tolerate the discomfort of the unknown.  In our faith tradition, these are often hallmarks of deep 

discernment. 

Next steps:  

Our work is centered in listening to God, listening to each other, and listening to the world around us. 

Much of what we have done so far has been listening to each other.  The house meetings were broad listening.  

Now we would like to engage more deep listening – this means we engage fewer people, but we engage them 

more directly, more personally.  This Sunday your Council leaders are being trained to engage in 1:1 

conversations for the purpose of surfacing people’s dreams and ideas for Central’s future.  We plan to conduct 

25-30 1:1 conversations before Easter. Additionally, using Survey Monkey, we will use broad listening for 

answers to one of the questions that arose in our house meetings, “What is essential to being Central Lutheran 

Church?  What is fundamental to our DNA?”  Please watch for this survey to come to you via email or paper 

copy at worship in the next month or so.    

Listening to the world around us – this is an area we need to pursue with creativity and intention.  We need to 

explore how to hear from people we are already in relationship with and those we are not in relationship with. 

Council is considering how we can effectively listen to those we share the building with as well as how we can 

listen to the neighborhood around us.  It is important that this be done through actual conversations and not our 

assumptions or past experiences. If you have ideas, suggestions, or resources you’d like to volunteer, please 

contact Pr. Amanda or Chris Bekemeier.   

Listening to God – God is deeply present in our lives at Central.  Yet, discernment calls us to be even more 

intentionally open to God’s leading in our questions about God’s call to the church in changing times.  One way 

to do this is coming to God through prayer and conversation about exactly what we are wondering and hoping.  

Join us Wednesday nights this Lenten Season for just such an exploration.  The education portion of our 

Wednesday gatherings will center on a different reading each week from current theologians and church leaders 

regarding just such questions as our congregation is pondering.  We are not alone in understanding that “how 

we are church” needs to stay adaptive in a changing world because we are called to reach that changing world in 

love.  Come explore what we can learn from others and what their ponderings can awaken in us.  These 

evenings will close with Holden Evening Prayer as we ask God to walk with us through these times of 

reflection and wondering.     

 

 

 

 


